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The polarization of light is important in a great variety of optical
phenomena, ranging from transmission, reflection and
scattering to polarimetric imaging of scenes and quantummechanical selection rules of atomic and molecular
transitions. Among some less-well-known phenomena that
illustrate the vectorial nature of light are the Pancharatnam1 (or
geometric2) phase, singularities in the polarization pattern of
clear sky3 and polarization of microwave background
radiation4. Here, we examine the partial polarization of focused
light. We experimentally demonstrate a rather surprising
phenomenon, where the focusing of unpolarized light results in
rings of full polarization in the focal plane of the focusing
optics. The polarization rings are imaged with a resolution of
<100 nm by probing the focal region using a gold nanoparticle.
Recent advances in nano-optics have made the polarization
properties of tightly focused light a subject of intense research5–12.
The state of polarization in the focal region of an imaging system
with a high numerical aperture (NA) exhibits a multitude of
features related to the three-dimensional character of the
electromagnetic field. For example, it has been shown that the
shape of the focal spot can be controlled by using azimuthally or
radially polarized illumination9 and that the area of the focus may
be extremely small when radial polarization is used10. In optical
microscopy, polarized light has been used to determine the threedimensional orientation of individual molecules6–8. The polarization
of light has also been applied to the orientation of nanoscale
particles in optical tweezers for nanostructuring applications5.
Research on the polarization properties of tightly focused
optical fields has so far concentrated predominantly on fully
polarized light, and partially polarized waves have received less
attention. We recently studied theoretically high-NA focusing of
partially polarized light and showed that an unpolarized incident
beam of light locally becomes fully polarized in the focal
region12. Here we report on the experimental observation of this
effect by mapping the distribution of the degree of polarization
in the focal plane of a high-NA microscope objective.
The degree of polarization at point r and frequency v, P3D(r, v),
of a random wave field that has three vector components can be
written in terms of the coherence matrix F3D(r, v) (refs 13 and 14) as

2
ðr; vÞ ¼
P3D
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3 TrF23D ðr; vÞ 1

2 Tr2 F3D ðr; vÞ 3

ð1Þ

where ‘Tr’ denotes the trace operation15–17. A similar expression for
the degree of polarization of planar (two-dimensional) fields is
given by
2
ðr; vÞ ¼ 1 
P2D



4det½F2D ðr; vÞ
TrF22D ðr; vÞ 1
¼
2

Tr2 F2D ðr; vÞ
Tr2 F2D ðr; vÞ 2

ð2Þ

where ‘det’ stands for the determinant of the matrix13,14. The degree
of polarization given by equation (1), or equation (2) in two
dimensions, is determined by the correlations between the
orthogonal electric-field components. It is bounded by 0
and 1, which correspond to unpolarized and fully polarized
fields, respectively.
The focusing of partially polarized light can be modelled by
first calculating the electric field in the focal region for one
realization of the incident fluctuating electromagnetic wave and
then averaging over the appropriate ensemble12,13. In this way, we
obtain the distribution of the three-dimensional degree of
polarization of a focused unpolarized plane wave, as shown in
Fig. 1. The appearance of the polarized rings surrounding the
focus is explained by the fact that at the points falling on these
rings, all three electric-field components are proportional to the
same combination of the two incident-field components, that is
to the same random function12,18. This effect is present in
focusing not only of plane waves but also, for instance, of
gaussian beams.
To image the polarization distribution of a tightly focused optical
field we use a gold nanoparticle as a probe. Gold nanoparticles have
previously been successfully demonstrated in use as miniature
probes in near-field microscopy to map intensity distributions19.
For a spherical nanoparticle with a radius much smaller than the
wavelength of light, the optically induced dipole moment p is
directly proportional to the local electric field E (ref. 20). By
analysing the scattered far-field radiation as the particle is scanned,
the polarization properties of the light are mapped. The dipole
induced on the particle radiates an outgoing wave, which is
collimated by a lens, so that a planar-wave field, E 0 , results. This
two-dimensional field at the point r 0 is related to the threedimensional field at the point r of the particle in the focal region
of the lens by a transformation E 0 (r 0, r) ¼ A(r 0, r)E(r), where
A(r 0, r) is a real-valued 2  3 geometry-dependent matrix21.
The coherence matrix of the observed field is now written as
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Figure 1 Distribution of P 3D in the focal plane of a high-NA lens. The
incident light (wavelength 532 nm) is an unpolarized plane wave (P 2D ¼ 0; note
that in the three-dimensional representation such waves have P 3D ¼ 0.5;
refs 16 and 17). The NA of the lens is 1.3 and the refractive index in the focal
region is 1.5. The scale bar represents 100 nm. The coloured scale represents P 3D.

F2D(r 0, r, v) ¼ A(r 0, r)F3D(r, v)AT(r 0, r) where AT(r 0, r) is the
transpose of A(r 0, r).
In our experiment, a beam of light with tunable polarization
properties is produced by combining two uncorrelated,
orthogonally linearly polarized laser beams (l ¼ 532 nm). The
beams are passed through a single-mode optical fibre to make
them fully co-propagating. By varying the ratio g of the
intensities of the two beams, the degree of polarization of
the resulting beam, P2D ¼ j1 2 gj/(1 þ g), can be changed13,14.
The light emerging from the fibre is collimated and directed into
an inverted microscope, in which it is focused with a high-NA
microscope objective (NA ¼ 1.3). The distribution of the
polarization in the focal region is probed with a single 80-nmdiameter gold nanoparticle as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Our measurement technique is based on the correspondence
between the degrees of polarization of the probed and scattered
fields. The measurement yields F2D for the scattered field and,
using equation (2), we obtain P2D as a function of the position, r,
of the nanoparticle in the focal plane. Figure 3 shows the
measurement result for the case of unpolarized incident light. As
predicted, we observe a thin ring of polarized light around the
focus. Within the area enclosed by the ring, the degree of
polarization is approximately zero, but on the ring it attains
markedly high values. A slight aberration of the ring in its upper
part is presumably caused by wavefront distortions of the light at
the entrance of the objective. The inset in Fig. 3 shows the
theoretically calculated distribution for the measured P2D. The
calculation was performed by using the formalism of vector-wave
focusing with high-NA objectives to obtain E(r) (ref. 12), from
which F3D(r, v), F2D(r 0, r, v) and finally P2D follow. The
imaging geometry is included in A(r 0, r). The experimental
observation shows good agreement with the calculated profile,
and it is fully consistent with the P3D distribution shown in Fig. 1.
When the degree of polarization of the incident field
is increased, the scattered light as a whole becomes more
polarized, as seen in Fig. 4. The essential experimental
observations agree with the theoretical predictions. A rather
surprising feature is the appearance of a thin ring of (almost)
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Figure 2 Experimental set-up for mapping the degree of polarization.
a, Schematic of the sample geometry. Gold nanoparticles are spin-coated on
a glass substrate (surface density less than 0.1 mm 22). A drop of immersion
oil (refractive index 1.5) is added to the sample in order to suppress the
strong reflection from the cover-glass – air interface. The sample, mounted in
an inverted microscope, is raster-scanned in the focal plane using a piezoelectric positioning system. The light backscattered by a single nanoparticle
as it passes through the focus is collected by the focusing objective,
collimated and directed to a polarization analyser. b, Schematic of the
polarization analyser. The degree of polarization of the scattered light is
determined by performing four intensity measurements to obtain the
elements of the 2  2 coherence matrix. The scattered light is studied with
an analyser in which light is split into four arms to measure three linearly
polarized and one circularly polarized component (Pi are polarizers, l/4 is a
quarter-wave plate, and PDi are photodetectors). The method is described in
more detail in Section 6.2 of ref. 13. Note that the unavoidable slight
polarization dependencies of the optical elements in the set-up are
thoroughly taken into account in the measurements.
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Figure 3 Polarization by focusing. The measured degree of polarization P 2D
of the light scattered by a single nanoparticle as a function of its position in
the focal plane of the microscope objective. The incident field is unpolarized.
The inset shows the theoretical prediction for the measured signal.
The measured NA of the focused beam is approximately 1.14. The scale bar
is 100 nm. At the centre of the focus, the detectors are saturated due
to the high intensity, and far away from the focus, the intensity is too
low to provide information about the polarization distribution. Hence,
these areas are not included in the data. The coloured scale
represents P 2D.
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Figure 4 Measured P 2D for different values of the degree of polarization of
the incident beam P inc
2D . a,c,e, Experimental observations. b,d,f,
Corresponding theoretical predictions. In a and b P inc
2D ¼ 0.26; in c and d,
inc
P inc
2D ¼ 0.54, and in e and f, P 2D ¼ 1.0. All scale bars are 100 nm. All the
coloured scales represent P 2D.
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input plane of the objective. Consequently, the degree of
polarization measured with the analyser drops in value. This is
confirmed in Fig. 5, in which the calculated degree of
polarization along the cross section (i) in Fig. 4f is shown
together with the ratio of the intensities of the electric-field
components along and perpendicular to the optical axis. When
the nanoparticle is located close to points of such
longitudinally polarized light, the polarization state of the
scattered field at the entrance of the objective is distinctly
non-uniform, which affects the measurement. Mathematically,
the rings of lowered degree of polarization come from mixing
of coherence matrix elements by the matrix A(r 0, r) when
going from the focal region to the far field.
To summarize, we have experimentally studied the polarization
properties of a tightly focused optical field and observed incident
two-dimensional unpolarized light become locally polarized
in the focal region. The results also demonstrate that the
polarization state may change considerably on a scale much
shorter than the wavelength.
Knowledge of the polarization properties of tightly focused
light is of particular interest for researchers working in the field
of nano-optics, because the coupling of light to nanostructured
matter is essentially always carried out through high-NA
focusing. The polarization-mapping technique introduced in this
work can be applied to obtain high-resolution polarization
distributions in both propagating and evanescent optical fields.
This technique is quite general, and can be further developed and
modified in order to match specific experimental requirements.
For example, the complete three-dimensional polarization picture
can be obtained by performing the measurements in three
mutually perpendicular observation directions. Our results are
expected to attract further interest to subwavelength-scale
statistical features of fluctuating electromagnetic fields, which can
bring about novel approaches to nanoscale-resolution imaging
based purely on optical fields.
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Figure 5 Influence of the axial electric-field component on P 2D.
The theoretically calculated ratio of the intensities of the electric-field
components along I ax and perpendicular I tr to the optical axis
(blue curve) and the degree of polarization P 2D (red curve) are shown for
the cut (i) of Fig. 4f.

unpolarized light with a radius of about 250 nm. This ring is
present even in the case of fully polarized incident light in
both the measured and the calculated polarization profiles. In
fact, the low measured values on the ring just trace the points
where the electric field is mainly polarized along the optical
axis. The polarization distribution of the light scattered by the
nanoparticle from such points is circularly symmetric in the
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